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Public  

J. Partial list of biblical cities found - http://carm.org/questions/archaeological-evidence-verifying-biblical-cities http://sphotos-b-

sea.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-ash4/1157647_640776525953524_1329795662_n.jpg 

K. Partial list of biblical artifacts found-http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_artifacts_significant_to_the_Bible 

L. More Confirmations of Archeology - http://www.biblestudysite.com/arch.htm 

M. Ancient Ur and a Clay Plaque of a Worshipper  -http://www.theblaze.com/stories/2013/04/04/archaeologists-uncover-ancient-site-in-biblical-

abrahams-hometown/ 

N. Burial Sites of some biblical figures -http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_burial_places_of_biblical_figures (again whether or not these sites actually 

house the bones of the departed saints; the fact that such monuments, cathedrals, etc. have been erected in their honor is substantial evidence that 

persons with means and talent firmly believe the biblical account; so much so, great time, effort and wealth; even wars have been fought over such 

holy places. (I only point this out because of how many people today have been so successfully brainwashed they not only lie; but some of them 

actually believe there is no evidence supporting the biblical accounts)- and I am once again showing the world that to believe such nonsense one has 

to deny the use of their senses, their perceptive abilities, and their mind; and by doing so such persons are telling the world they have gone insane at 

worst and are willfully ignorant at best. 

O. And Still More Archeological Evidence- http://biblicalstudies.info/top10/schoville.htmmany have scoffed that King David even existed but more and 

more discoveries are showing that the scoffers are once again in a state of mind that denies reality. In fact, scholars have argued over the biblical 

account of kings and judges, of such figures as rulers of empires and their dates of reign; even lost civilizations; but time and again; the biblical account 

proves to be accurate. http://www.ucg.org/science/bible-and-archaeology-king-davids-reign%E2%80%94-nation-united/ 

P. Lost civilizations mentioned biblically and once denied but now more and more are all proven to have existed-

 http://pleaseconvinceme.com/2012/the-old-testament-has-been-archaeologically-verified/, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0PoG4xoLb8, because 

some of these lost civilizations included the Nephilim and giants the satanic NWO attempts to suppress 

it http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1P42j9Xltyg&list=PLDD19870F568B7818  and 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEmnXV5Qs2Q&list=PLDD19870F568B7818  so that they can continue to brainwash children with the fictional load 

of crap callled the theory of evolution in public education; instead of showing the Truth that science (what we observe on earth and in the universe) 

supports the accuracy of the biblical account. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zz8_MxcnzY 

Q. More sites discovered confirming historicity contained in the Holy Bible -http://www.manavai.com/articles/art1.htm 

R. Keep up because finds proving biblical historicity are occurring rapidly -http://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/category/daily/news/ 

S. Nazareth - people who choose to deny all the above evidence also smugly assert no evidence that this city every existed which again, is a false 

assertion.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nazareth 

T. Bethlehem -

 https://www.google.com/search?q=Bethlehem,+Israel&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=ozAbUsnzOOO7jAKDn4GIDw&ved=0CDkQsAQ&biw

=1067&bih=702, In connection with this I want to mention that through advents in astronomy and computer sciences we have such presentations to 

verify the biblical account of the Bethlehem star that shown when the Messiah was born.http://www.bethlehemstar.net/ I also will include the Zeitgeist 

presentation because I want people to hear the tangible arrogance, pride used when attempting to denigrate those of us who know and acknowledge 

the One Truth; God. However, I also include it because while the presenters are attempting to do so; what they are actually showing the whole world 

was the Creator of the Universe wanted everyone on earth to know the Gospel Account so well, that He placed it in the stars for people to see of 

various civilizations that He would send His Son to die for us, who would be dead and buried and Resurrected on the Third Day; just as the Holy Bible 

declares to us in writing. These people; who produced zeitgeist, point out He told it so plainly also in the stars that various civilizations also came to the 

same conclusion! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guXirzknYYE I rarely see preachers proclaim the scripture http://biblehub.com/malachi/4-2.htm . 

When I include the link to zeitgeist, I am not in agreement to the viewpoint or bias of it at all; or statements such as claiming Christ was born 

(incarnated; out of the womb of the virgin Mary) on Dec 25th; which date is not biblical. What I am pointing out is that the stars the Creator made have 

had the same interpretation by all those civilizations; showing intelligent design created the universe in such fashion that it was recognizable and 

recorded by people on earth of different cultures; different civilizations; not even possessing the compilation of scriptures we have today of the Divinely 

Inspired writings called the Holy Bible. Another reason I include the reference is that pagan observances are still in practice today; even by those 

claiming to follow Christ. (http://www.hope-of-israel.org/hatedf~1.htm) I again prefer Missler's 

presentationhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ6szvfApNM of the Mazzaroth as opposed to the zeitgeist bias. But God has indeed told us the Gospel 

story in the heavens; as zeitgeist points out over and over again no matter what civilization the presenter discusses.http://biblehub.com/psalms/19-

1.htm The smug presenter disdains the "cartoonist depictions of revelation" and in his arrogance is obviously 

ignoringhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lf9yzHwOeUc, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XM1g9lQJkWU, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2m

DYM-DeZg,https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1TS9C2bi-0, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8J4d2P68C8c and so many more current events 

happening exactly as described in the Divinely Inspired Book of Revelation and throughout the Holy Bible; including the advent of WWIII. But again, I 

used the link to the presentation with the hopes the rest of humanity will not let smug, falsely self-deluded and grandiose, intellectual arrogance and 

misunderstanding about creation cause them also to ignore reality to their own damnation; as it appears the presenter of zeitgeist wishes to do; 

amazingly, while ignoring the obvious; that the Gospel Message is in the stars so clearly that the whole world saw it irregardless of the Scriptural 

Account! 

U. There are many more discoveries that prove the biblical 

accounthttp://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=636673253030518&set=a.361018770595969.88428.286013238096523&type=1&relevant_count=1&

ref=nf there are more discoveries and posts on the wall ofhttp://www.facebook.com/1mill.creationist?hc_location=stream 
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R. But people are not only ignoring the physical evidence of the past; they are ignoring prominent evidence that is currently happening in front of the 

whole world:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mOHJKrxhBME; while the pre-tribulation rapture is false doctrine the rest of this presentation is 

noteworthy. http://ritualabusefree.org/Pre-Trib%20Is%20False.htm 

S. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BEjxNL2neY 

T. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EW3wry_2UsQ 

U. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YTdKznTA9iY 

V. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3R2NdIJCUwY 

W. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWLlRCvCHuA 

X. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KeKRZuqEN98&list=PLB3BB6F0F72A5BE5C&index=1 

Y. herodian road - http://www.israelvideonetwork.com/herodian-road-excavation-at-the-city-of-david 

Z. Solomon's Wall - http://www.israelvideonetwork.com/king-solomons-wall-excavated 

AA. https://scontent-b-sea.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-prn2/1509239_704608326237010_1970756901_n.jpg 

BB. https://scontent-b-sea.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-ash3/940835_704608316237011_1671512068_n.jpg 

CC. https://scontent-a-sea.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-frc3/1505537_704608322903677_2026183000_n.jpg 

DD. https://scontent-b-sea.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-ash3/1535527_704608329570343_338267725_n.jpg 

EE. https://scontent-a-sea.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-ash3/1525087_704608319570344_394027549_n.jpg 

FF. http://www.jewsnews.co.il/2014/01/06/archaeology-doesnt-lie-but-the-haters-of-israel-certainly-do/ 

GG. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=707551682609341&set=a.361018770595969.88428.286013238096523&type=1&theater 

HH. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=711448832219626&set=a.361018770595969.88428.286013238096523&type=1&theater 

II. http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=712657265432116&set=a.361018770595969.88428.286013238096523&type=1&theater 

JJ. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=712880952076414&set=a.361018770595969.88428.286013238096523&type=1&theater 

KK. http://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/people-cultures-in-the-bible/people-in-the-bible/50-people-in-the-bible-confirmed-archaeologically/ 

  

Concerning the proof of the existence of Creator God -Yes, I am aware of redundancy; but when modern atheists and evolutionists are the result of 

intensive repetitive brainwashing in our public education system http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Education_Board ;http://www.infowars.com/for-

the-record-rockefeller-soft-kill-depopulation-plans-exposed/ and satanic http://theunhivedmind.com/wordpress3/abortion-and-sustainable-

development/    NWO http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0HQnfamp2uY;http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sU537f4bnFM  controlled 

mediahttp://www.businessinsider.com/these-6-corporations-control-90-of-the-media-in-america-2012-

6; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zOQ1jZOj_ho ;  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hxMaAAmaX0; I find a little redundant deprogramming to 

be necessary to attempt to bring such persons back to reality and a sound mind. 

a) By logic, reason and rational arguments all we observe testifies of the existence of an Intelligent Creator in the following ways: 

i) By our powers of observation through our senses given us we behold the universe and by consciousness we perceive that we ourselves exist. In this 

observation we must come to the following conclusions that we ourselves and all we observe is either: 

(1) An illusion 

(2) Self‐created 

(3) Self‐existent 

(4) Or created by someone or something self‐existent 

ii) All that we observe in the Universe falls into one of these four explanations for being observed by us and as reasoning rational creatures we then 

logically consider each of these four possibilities 

(1) If everything including the knowledge of our own existence is an illusion then nothing actually exists at all. This notion is ridiculous as an explanation 

for the Universe because to have an illusion someone or something must be causing the illusion and someone or something must be having the 

illusion. So we come back full circle that that which is causing the illusion or having the illusion must then be self‐created,self‐existent, or the illusion 

itself is created by someone or something that is self-existent. Thus to assume that anyone or anything in all the Universe is an illusion is to lead us to 

analyze that even that illusion must be scrutinized under the other three possibilities; that of self-creation, self‐existence or created by that which is 

self‐existent 

(2) So we consider that which we observe including ourselves(however ludicrous the notion) is that all is self‐created. In the book Classical 

Apologetics, the authors present the rational arguments against self‐creation by stating that two laws of epistemology (the study of knowledge and the 

nature of its limitations and how it’s acquired)must be negotiated: the law of non-contradiction and the law of causality. The idea of self‐creation 

violates the law of causality because by definition the very concept of self-creation claims something came from nothing. Nothing cannot act upon or 

cause anything by its very definition nothing is the absence of everything. Therefore, if nothing ever was the universe, then nothing exists to this day for 

something cannot come from nothing by definition. Self‐creation as the theory for why each of us and the Universe exists also violates the law of non-

contradiction because for something to create itself it implies that something already exists. Something self‐created must therefore be before it actually 

is in order to cause itself to be created by itself which is actually non‐existent if self‐creation is the explanation of the existence of yourself and the 

universe. It is easy to see the concept of self‐creation is therefore contradictory by its own definition and clearly violates both these laws. So we know 

that the existence of ourselves and the Universe are not explained by being an illusion or by being 

self‐created. http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evolution-and-atheism-intertwined-religions-of-the-insane/492209810857983 

(3) So are we and the entire Universe self‐existent? Have you and everything in the Universe always existed? By reasoning and logic if something 

exists now, it exists necessarily. Read the text in Classical Apologetics for why the existence of all things can be summarized under these four 

rationalizations and that other so called ideas fall under these four arguments for existence. There are numerous observations and physical laws which 

show us that every visible thing in the Universe is not self‐existent. The second law of thermodynamics for example confirms what we see of the visible 

universe that it is decaying, slowing down, and deteriorating or otherwise returning to a state of equilibrium of stability (cooling off, losing energy and 

becoming motionless). All of us who incarnate grow old and our bodies return to the earth at our deaths. By this law all we see is becoming less 

complex; not more complex. This law directly contradicts the theory of evolution which was properly renounced by Darwin himself and should have 

never been propagated among rational beings thereafter. The authors of Classical Apologetics properly argue that if we find anyone or anything in the 
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Universe that is self‐existent it is inherently transcendent. They argue if even one molecule or group of molecules possess what all other creatures like 

ourselves lack, the power of self‐existence then that molecule or group of molecules transcends all others ontologically. The Holy Bible confirms the 

second law of thermo‐dynamics in 2Cor4:18 stating what we observe that all things that are seen are temporal. By this law and God’s Word confirming 

the Universe we observe and we ourselves are not self‐existent but temporal in nature. It is truly tragic that some people are going around thinking of 

themselves as God these days. When they can bring even one single atom into existence from absolute void, then I might humor them with an 

audience as to why they think they are God. The amazing thing someone actually did appear on earth claiming to be God and to be Self‐Existent and 

people tried several times to stone him to death for His apparent blasphemy but eventually they succeeded in crucifying him to death and burying him. 

This person who claimed to be the visible Self‐Existent Creator in order to be such could not be killed and must be alive to this very day. I testify that 

He is Alive and that I have seen him with my own eyes! This is the One True God as my favorite verse 1John5:20 in the Holy Bible 

declareshttp://biblehub.com/1_john/5-20.htm. All rational persons incarnate on earth today readily acknowledge they are not self‐existent, eternal God 

creator of the entire universe and all the rest of us. Which leaves us to the only possible conclusion: 

(4) There must be someone or something that IS Self‐Existent, Eternal, without beginning and without end, that created all of the rest of the visible 

Universe which is so obviously and easily observably finite in duration. Whether that self‐existent something is wind, vapor, spirit, fire, rock, or anything 

else visible or invisible, it is still that which created everything else and is therefore far superior to any of us if you know even the tiniest amount about 

the Universe in which we exist. Therefore to refer to that self‐existent something or someone as the Transcendent and Supreme GOD is reasonable, 

logical and rational. In fact, this is the only rational conclusion for the existence of the Universe and anyone who doesn’t acknowledge this is telling the 

rest of us that they have lost the use of their five basic senses and their ability to reason. Atheists are therefore one of the greatest threats to global 

stability and safety. As the Word of God states in Psalm 53:1 “The fool has said in his heart there is no God…” 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/acknowledging-the-eternal-creator-takes-no-faith-it-is-scientific-fact/491948024217495 

(5) All that remains for the sane, rational part of humanity is to find out who or what God is and thereby are the questions that really matter to each soul 

answered. The questions souls ask like, Why do I exist? What is my purpose? Is there Life after death? Why did God make the Universe the way He 

did? Why is there good and evil? Pleasure and pain? Peace and war? Suffering? Etc. etc. etc. 

iii) Concerning the sciences that overwhelmingly support Intelligent Design and that the God of the Holy Bible is that Eternal Intelligent Designer (use 

the visual aids) note: any ONE of these scientifically prove beyond all reasonable doubt that not only God exists but leads us to know who God is! 

(1) Mathematics 

(a) Probabilities – 

(i) Jesus Christ fulfilled so many prophecieshttp://christianity.about.com/od/biblefactsandlists/a/Prophecies-

Jesus.htm andhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9rVoD4Y718 and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrBgF6ag7hA and https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=v_Z7xzdzQ74  written decades, centuries and even millenniums before He Incarnated that the laws of probability clearly conclude it a 

mathematical certainty that He was in fact the Incarnation of God as the Holy Bible declares Him to be and that He is now alive as He has ever 

Self‐Existed and as such could not be killed http://www.reasonablefaith.org/the-resurrection-of-

jesus  http://christianity.about.com/od/biblefactsandlists/a/Prophecies-Jesus.htm 

(ii) Prophetic probability of current events described in detail and inerrancy of the prophetic quality of the Holy Bible in General ‐ A great example of 

how determined you’d have to be to not believe the evidence of probability is by reading Grant Jeffrey’s “Armageddon, Appointment with Destiny”; in 

which he points out how in the sight of the whole world that not only did God bring back the Jews to the state of Israel as prophesied and has occurred 

nowhere else in all of history, BUT THAT HE DID SO TO THE EXACT DAY!!!!!!!!!!!! Despite years of wars, despite years of persecution and even 

genocidal events, the descendants of Israel in the sight of the whole world are back in the very location God said they would be and with hardly any 

ammunition and sometimes only glass bottles won battles that ensured their sovereignty against well equipped nations that tried to wipe them out like 

In the six day war and other earlier wars after their declaration of independent statehood. Yep, in the sight of the whole world; despite overwhelming 

adversity the prophecy was not only fulfilled but FULFILLED TO THE EXACT DAY 

(http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/627918.Armageddon; http://www.1260-1290-days-bible-prophecy.org/bible_prophecy-Israel-nation-1260-years-

x2-A-1.htm when Israel became a nation againhttp://watchmanbiblestudy.com/Articles/1948PropheciesFulfilled.htm! Only the most rebellious souls 

would fail to acknowledge the God of the Holy Bible in light of this incredible occurrence in modern history of prophecy fulfilled to the day after 

thousands of years! And no matter what any of the rest of us in the whole world were doing for, against or in complete ignorance of! I admire much of 

Grant’s work in prophetic study, but again encourage him to seriously pray over his pre‐tribulation rapture adherence as well as all the nationally and 

internationally famous scholars who still do; by doing so you’re leaving many innocent citizens unprepared and when open war and persecution arises 

those poor souls in their isolation will think they were “left behind” and wonder why God hates them or has forsaken them because they were 

convinced by you into believing in false hope and false doctrine. He has other books in the study of prophecy like, The Signature of God, that just rival 

those who know how to calculate probability of the random fulfillment of any of these prophecies from being able to consider any longer that atheism is 

anything but completely irrational and from coming to any other conclusion than that the God of the Holy Bible is the one true Eternal God, Creator of 

the Universe and Governor of the affairs of mankind. 

(2) Physics –Law of Entropy –demonstrate by smashing something that works (apply 

random outside energy to act upon the disintegrated mess) and ask how many billions, trillions, quadrillions of years it will take for natural processes to 

reassemble it so it works again or better yet before it becomes a living organism(disprove the religion of evolution by visually showing how utterly 

ridiculous it is to believe in) 

  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z3FZDysZKFQ; http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=216429498436017&set=vb.100002069048072&type=3&th

eater;http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=214886925256941&set=vb.100002069048072&type=3&theater 

(3) Optics – proved the earth was round like a polished sapphire/jasper stone like God showed Ezekiel about 700 B.C. 

(4) Hydrology‐ proved the hydro cycle described in the Bible (Job) about 3 millenniums ago 

(5) Archeology proved Jericho, Sodom and Gomorrah, Mt. Sinai, Noah’s Ark, Egyptians drowning in the Red Sea (Exodus), numerous Biblical historical 

sites and cities 

(6) Cryptology – Bible Code show the software 

working https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDCHeS1y_dM; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VYlKkIoavnA; The Creator while dictating to scribes 

that recorded the history contained in the Holy Bible gave them words in such precise order that while recording commandments, instructions, historical 
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accounts, the letters in those words actually encoded messages about future events, events like Timothy McVeigh and Murrah Bldg Bombing, the Two 

Towers, assassinations of prominent figures, WWII, nuclear bombs, ICBMs and so much more that over 3 millenniums ago; there is no way they could 

have known, some of these encrypted messages include accurate dates; not just current events! There are other forms of encryption in the texts of the 

Holy Bible; but this took the advent of supercomputers to discover and just this aspect is enough to prove Divine Inspiration of the Scriptures; let alone 

the reality in which we exist (and all the other sciences that study that reality). 

(7) Numerology – give examples of the encoded messages by numerologyhttp://carm.org/what-biblical-

numerology, http://asis.com/users/stag/godcount.html,http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Grammar/Unit_Eight/Letters_as_Numbers/letters_as_number

s.html (by that method dates are placed in the Scriptures of past, present, future events, and other messages by numerology such as Abraham's 318 

men and the meaning therein. http://www.studylight.org/ls/ds/index.cgi?a=509 The Creator has messages within messages, encryption within 

encryptions, and so much so He tells the Gospel story in all these ways, He even inspired people to name their children in such a way as to tell the 

Gospel as well. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAHR7xroIIQ, the very names of God's chosen, sequentially telling Prophetic Divine Messages that 

have come to pass in the sight of the whole world! 

(8) Microscopy – proof that which is seen is made up of that which is unseen as Bible declares (in other words scientific discovery is constantly proving 

what God has told us as Truth over millenniums before science finally got around to proving it! God told us millenniums 

ago http://biblehub.com/hebrews/11-3.htm but it was only confirmed in recent history. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subatomic_particle eventually the 

energy holding it altogether, they are slowly realizing that what our Creator tells ushttp://biblehub.com/colossians/1-

16.htm and http://biblehub.com/colossians/1-17.htm is also true. That the Eternal Creator, the Eternal Power that has Created and Made all things 

teaches us the Truth; as I am showing you scientific observation confirms. 

(9) Hematology – proof “life is in the blood” http://biblehub.com/leviticus/17-11.htm 

(10)Geology – the global flood layer has been 

discoveredhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXMwJ3ZyHbo, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwGgSNDPhO0 

(11)Plate tectonics‐ Am I the only one who remembers the film in first grade that showed the split tree one half on the coast of South America and the 

other half on the coast of Africa? (In other words Pangaea did NOT separate billions of years ago like evolutionists keep trying to persuade us to 

believe despite the evidence to the contrary) 

(12)Paleontology‐ the fossil record clearly shows distinct species with no transitory or missing link varieties necessary to support the religion of 

evolution. The "Cambrian explosion" more aptly fits the biblical account of many life forms all distinct appearing rapidly; than the nonsense of 

"evolution" over extended periods of time. What is done to support their religion and the brainwashing of innocent little children is the creation of 

animated films and artistic drawings based on their religion that have not one shred of solid scientific evidence to support; coupled with the repetitive 

droning of those attempting to turn our brains into mush by baffling us with their bullshit,” billions of years ago…”.  http://kgov.com/dinosaur-soft-

tissue  The theory of evolution is religious fantasy for individuals who don’t want to face reality that all things were created by Intelligent Design, by 

God; so they can assuage their perverted and guilty consciences for the wicked things they’ve done rather than repent and so they can pervert little 

children into becoming “girls and boys gone wild” by brainwashing them into thinking they are only a mammalian animal and that all forms of sexual 

expression are normal and acceptable (leading evolutionists have even admitted that this is the heart of the reason that despite that science has 

overwhelmingly disproven evolution and supports Intelligent Design is why they still go on brainwashing innocent children with the lying religion of 

evolution – get Dr. James Kennedy’s sermon on how the Theory of Evolution has detrimentally affected people like none other philosophy in the 

modern era. Coral Ridge produced “Darwin’s Deadly Legacy” DVD 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mxXICZ9mXo&list=PL7F9B57EBDCCEECF8  and especially that sermon! He quotes one of the leading 

evolutionist who actually admits that the real reason evolution is still taught in our public schools is so that it will be easier to exploit boys and girls 

sexually (as confirmed with their extremely perverse curriculum http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7XR9yH2ETk) if they are deceived into not believing 

in God as they naturally do as small children before being “educated” into the Marxist philosophy into becoming arrogant about how idiotic they 

became in believing evolution was fact rather than the fantasy it really is. (In other words, through years of repeatedly teaching children in our public 

schools that they are ignorant if they believe in God and smart if they believe in evolution and instilling the arrogant quotes like religion is the opiate of 

the masses or a crutch for the weak, etc.); not realizing that evolution is a religion requiring the greatest faith of all! They make up a story out of 

hoaxes, wishful thinking, a tooth, a broken jaw, etc. and fictionally create this entire animated film of how man evolved from monkeys based on that. If 

people actually saw the true “scientific” evidence of the so called “missing links” I think some might laugh and others would be justly outraged that 

people are teaching that load of crap to our children today. Evolutionists, instead of getting defensive about your insupportable religion, it’s time to get 

angry with your educators and all the money and years wasted on being brainwashed and yourselves for allowing it to happen. I was enraged with my 

teachers when Christ appeared to me for telling me evolution was fact when it clearly is not, but I quickly realized that they weren’t just brainwashed in 

primary and secondary education but in places of higher learning as well and that by the time they went through that many years of being told they 

spontaneously generated from inorganic material and chaotic explosion it’s no wonder they were baffled by such incredible bullshit that they had their 

brains turned into the pond scum they were deceived into thinking they evolved from despite all evidence to the contrary. Don’t let another day or year 

go by adhering to a faith that has no basis in reason or logic or reality any longer; so the rest of your life isn’t spent in fruitless endeavors as well and so 

you don’t in your ignorance announce to the rest of the world as so many brainwashed individuals do that they have lost the use of their senses and 

ability to reason as they speak with such great authority about billions and billions of years ago…(when their ancestor was just a festering pustule on 

the butt of some flea bitten, diseased maggot…since we’re fantasizing about the religion of evolution and since they’re assuming they can actually fly 

that bullshit by those of us who know better…billions of years ago, what a riot! As if anyone on earth after incarnating for only a few decades can 

convince the rest of us they truly know anything about billions of years ago – they can’t even count that high in a lifetime let alone con the rest of us into 

believing that crap! What they’re doing to little children is extremely 

cruel)!https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vvVt4lDSPeY; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8DDIe_2cHM (there is One God-

 http://biblehub.com/1_john/5-20.htm);https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ss1K4m89K4o; even though the photo of the ark of the covenant is blurry; the 

entire story of how it was found and about the earthquake and blood of Christ through the crack in the earth all the way upon the Mercy Seat I find one 

of the most amazing accounts I've ever heard. How that the Creator knew where Christ would be crucified and that the Blood of the Lamb of God 

(http://biblehub.com/leviticus/17-11.htm, http://biblehub.com/john/1-29.htm (Christ)); would be sprinkled upon the Mercy Seat of the Ark of the 

Covenant in keeping with the Law. It is one of those detailed accounts that I don't believe anyone could imagine or make up. I, for one, can see the 
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image in gold even without the enhancement offered; even though the image is blurry. I think this discovery of the cross hole of the crucifixion of Christ; 

together with a crack in solid rock at the site in which His Blood poured down over 20 feet through the solid rock; to where the stone casing that 

covered the ark had been cracked and removed to allow that Holy Blood to drip upon the Ark itself perhaps the very greatest and most important find in 

all of modern history! 

(13)Astronomy and aerothermodynamics‐ with the advent of both optics, photography and rocket propulsion we finally can prove what God showed 

Ezekiel and John millenniums ago (show the polished stone visual aids and earth images from space; first Ezekiel’s with seas and then John’s without 

seas and how from space the earth looks exactly like they both described) 

(14) Cosmology – Chuck Missler aptly points out that God even declares to us the Gospel message in the constellations in his “Sings in the Heavens” 

series  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ6szvfApNM  and Frederick A. Larson put together an excellent presentation on how God’s Celestial Clock 

announced the birth and death of YAHOSHUAH the one and only true Messiah, commonly referred to as JESUS CHRIST in English, and was how the 

wise men knew to follow the Sign/Star in Heaven to the place of His Incarnation/Birth. A DVD can be ordered at http://www.bethlehemstar.net/ and is 

recommended viewing. For the very stellar bodies in space to be so obviously and intricately designed to teach us and declares to us such moments in 

our history, overwhelmingly declares God’s existence and who He is! Cosmologists are learning more and more about the galaxies and the Universe 

and more and more as they discover intricate design, they are concluding that such complexity never could have come from some arbitrary explosion 

as books like “The collapse of evolution” point out and astrophysicists like Hugh Ross with “The Fingerprint of God” more and more exceptionally 

intelligent and formerly skeptical atheists as they delve into deeper research not only discover God exists but then boldly declare who He is! Again, I 

strongly recommend for all those who think sciences don’t actually prove who God is to contact Dr. Carl Baugh’s ministry “Creation in the 21st Century” 

who has numerous fossilized remains proving the flood and so many forms of science and scientists that I can’t even remember them all each with 

overwhelming proof that God exists and that He is the God of the Holy Bible 

(15) Meteorology‐Ecclesiastes 1:6 wind patterns on earth known 3millennia ago, Job 28:24‐26 winds governed by weight recently discovered as true 

(read pg 145 signature of god) 

(16) Oceanography‐psalm8:8 paths of the seas underwater springs Job38:16 polar ice caps Job38:29‐30 

(17) Dr. Carl Baugh’s “Creation in the 21st Century” http://www.creationevidence.org/addresses that almost all the sciences prove intelligent design 

and disprove the theory of evolution, Dr. Hugh Ross and Institute of Creation Research http://www.icr.org/  is another source if you want to be 

overwhelmingly convinced that science proves creation and disproves evolution. http://www.creationsciencetoday.com/, 

(18) Genetics‐ DNA research proves we all came from one mother and two fathers just like the Holy Bible declares throughout. Furthermore, DNA, 

when analyzed is clearly a language; for a language to exist, there must be an Author (visual aid by Perry Marshallhttp://vimeo.com/16576263) 

and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gjvuwne0RrE 

(19) Some books might interest you that not only does science prove the existence of God and that He is the God of the Holy Bible but that entire fields 

of science were biblically inspired: The Biblical Basis for Modern Science is one, The Bible and modern science, Many Infallible Proofs, Scientific 

Creationism, Evidence That Demands a Verdict, The Obvious Proof, The Intellectuals Speak Out About GOD, A Ready Defense, Can I Trust the Bible, 

Science Speaks, The Collapse of Evolution, The Fingerprint of God and volumes more! Many people have been brainwashed into thinking science 

contradicts the Holy Bible and all I am attempting to do is show by observable evidence that assumption is false. Any so called science that is 

CLAIMED to do so falls into that category our Creator tells us about http://biblehub.com/1_timothy/6-20.htm; and soon actual science comes along to 

properly put that fiction (like the theory of evolution) properly where it belongs (with all of these disproven theories once thought 

scientifichttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superseded_scientific_theories. Many atheists wrongly champion Einstein (because he was not an atheist) as their 

poster child; and much of the world thinks of him as a scientific genius; but the fact that his theory of relativity (e=mc2) has been 

disproven https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/emc2-is-rubbish/485479484864349; only serves to show all mankind that even those 

thought to be geniuses are imperfect. My point in this is so many today go around proudly boasting that they put their faith in science; which is just 

another way of saying they put their faith in other fallible human beings and yet arrogantly disdain those who put their faith in our Perfect Creator and 

the Divinely Inspired Scriptures which despite false claims; have stood the test of time and scientific scrutiny for centuries and have yet to be found in 

error. The Holy Bible's literary accuracy and historicity exceeds all ancient literature in the whole world BY FAR and in fact is more reliable due to all its 

careful scrutiny than today's news which often has such bias and subjectivity that retractions have to be printed subsequently. But after millenniums, 

finds of ancient manuscripts and codices worldwide only serve to verify the accuracy of the Holy Bible and it's translations. Any claimed errors in 

translations from the original meaning are usually do to language differences, limitations, changes of cultures over time (in other words the translation 

for those people in those days the translation came forth had accurate meaning for them; but in another culture in another time they cannot properly 

understand those terms; so another translation comes about, etc.) and so on; but the fact the way we know this is by comparison to original 

manuscripts is only more evidence that we can trust the Divinely Inspired Scriptures far and away over any scientific opinion or book from anyone 

else in the whole world. People need to really consider the opposition the Holy Bible has endured and how many have vainly tried to disprove it and yet 

it still remains a book like no other in the whole world for verifiable, reliable, true knowledge over millenniums. No other book even remotely compares 

to the unique aspects of the Holy Bible; as apologist Josh McDowell aptly points out in his volumes of "Evidence that Demands a 

Verdict".http://www.angelfire.com/sc3/myredeemer/Evidence.html 

(20) Besides all the scientific evidence; including the fact that even many of the fathers of the fields of science were 

Creationists/Christianshttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Christian_thinkers_in_science andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/fathers-

of-the-sciences-and-great-scientific-minds-in-their-own-words/567609163318047; others like Einstein at least acknowledged a 

Creator http://www.simpletoremember.com/articles/a/einstein/ there is the overwhelming legal evidence (eyewitnesses that sealed their own 

testimonies often with torture and death -http://www.whitehorsemedia.com/docs/FOXS_BOOK_OF_MARTYRS.pdf)  that historians like Josephus and 

others have recorded  http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/the-case-for-

christ/ ,  http://vimeo.com/17960119,http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/73186.The_Case_for_Christ . For example, atheists and evolutionists and 

all other faiths and ways of life around the world, are you so certain of your faith that you would go through what Christ, the Apostles and the many 

disciples through the ages have endured while testifying to the world (read Martyrs Mirrorhttp://www.homecomers.org/mirror/), or 

how about the numerous testimonies of not only NDEs but Beyond and Back experiences like “A Divine Revelation of 

Hell”http://spiritlessons.com/mary_k_baxter_a_divine_revelation_of_hell.htm , or “To Hell and Back” by a secular cardiologist 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQ8TEGMj-jc (Rawlings; a former atheist; who got saved as a result of his dying patient’s emotional outbursts 
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about hell); who documented dying patients and those resuscitated accounts. Will you go on in your arrogance and pride knowing you would never 

want to suffer like these people did; who are now testifying of the Truth of the Resurrected Christ?  I have much to share with humanity but I am putting 

my own life on the line by exposing the satanic NWO, mass murdering doctors and nurses; sex offending cops because I love the Creator above all 

and other citizens who should not be treated as I was while trusting doctors with their lives instead face being murdered horribly; and while trusting law 

enforcement to arrest such criminals; instead find they only are also so corrupt they join in those crimes; let the criminals go free for sex 

acts! www.blastthetrumpet.org. I knowingly have chosen such a path also out of respect for the founders of this great nation and every other person 

who laid down their life to protect our freedoms and our lives from manifest evil on the planet. So, if it means that my blood will water this seed sown to 

bring forth fruit unto Eternal Life in others; then so be it (besides Paradise is far more wonderful than anything this world offers 

 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=215207041891596&set=vb.100002069048072&type=3&theater )   It is the least we can do for Christ and the 

many slain before us in this common effort to convince all to come to their senses and return wholeheartedly to the LORD our GOD our MAKER. Are 

you so willing to cling to your vain and now proven false religions and traditions that you will face this (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQ8TEGMj-

jc)…when everyone of you could enjoy fellowship with God here and now and forever if you would only choose to do so! 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/did-you-know/115636838515284 

b) Now that all rational persons on earth know God exists and that He is the God of the Holy Bible if they actually thought about and studied the above 

references; these other references won't be so shocking: 

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread163678/pg1http://www.icr.org/home/resources/resources_tracts_scientificcaseagainstevolution/ http://chri

stiananswers.net/q-aig/aig-c029.htmlhttp://scienceagainstevolution.info/v13i8f.htmhttp://www.ucg.org/science/prove-evolution-false-even-without-

bible/ http://www.kc-

cofc.org/39th/Lectures/2001%20Manuscripts/RichardMasseyMissingLinks.PDF, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tctDVmaOHc, https://www.youtub

e.com/watch?v=UKyyaURZW-

o, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onVj4BmfgEs,https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8GgrUposII, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xA4qfSlPtgI, 

Every single "missing link" proposed by evolutionists have scientifically been proven FALSE. Science has overwhelmingly proven evolution to be 

FALSE.  The crap you have learned in public education has scientifically been proven entirely 

FRAUDULENThttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fEGzDEMA9A; regarding the so called theory of 

evolution. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMr278CMAIA  Adaptation; yes; natural selection; yes; macro-evolution of one kind to another NO! the 

idea is pure fantasy and any so called "evidence" supporting it pure 

fiction! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atXl6XTwNPA&list=PL550BFBA2981E74F0, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Up-0E4Qetfg 

By adaptation, I mean variations within the kinds.  Symbiotic relationships exist also proving Intelligent design and not some rubbish of billions of 

simultaneous evolutions as these self-deluded and deceived lunatics reach further and further into fantasy; in a vain attempt to hold onto their 

scientifically disproven worldview.  Insects and birds with the means tend flowers appropriate for their beaks and proboscis lengths; that relationship 

has kept both alive if both did not simultaneously exist from the moment of their existence neither would exist; thus the millions of symbiotic 

relationships on the planet are incontrovertible evidence against macroscopic evolution; because birds have always remained birds; flowers have 

always remained flowers; they may change the color of their foliage and petals when hybrid; but they still remain a flower. Only through genetic splicing 

and genetic modification with the discovery of DNA codes are unique biological abominations being created by less than intelligent humans.  They are 

showing by their ignorant meddling with the language of life (DNA encoding) in order to bring about those kinds of significant changes that the advent 

of super computers had to come along and the destructive notion to mutate Divine Creation. The evidence is terrifying that having done this it is having 

catastrophic effects. (More evidence AGAINST evolution and for Intelligent Design by a Being far more intelligent than the fools messing it 

up)http://eatdrinkbetter.com/2013/03/21/swine-death-catastrophe-in-china-highlights-gm-animal-hazards/, http://www.gazettetimes.com/news/local/osu-

event-sidesteps-gmo-protest/article_c656183a-c9bf-11e2-88ad-0019bb2963f4.html,http://www.chicagonow.com/wild-side-chicago/2013/03/are-

monsanto-genetically-engineered-seeds-killing-off-honeybees/, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Africanized_bee, really all GMOs are just evidence of just 

how mentally challenged people are and how we absolutely need to KNOW the Creator to stop destroying His Creation; all life on the planet and 

themselves in their lunacy. http://www.mnn.com/green-tech/research-innovations/photos/12-bizarre-examples-of-genetic-engineering/web-spinning-

goats Suppose any of these modifications interbred and destroyed a natural food supply; food even for us! (like goats milk products) but these idiots 

don't care what happens to mankind as they continue to destroy life wantonly unabated.http://www.reuters.com/article/2010/12/01/us-monsanto-

sugarbeets-ruling-idUSTRE6B00Y520101201 http://www.naturalproductsinsider.com/articles/2002/07/gmos-could-cause-extinction-scientists-

say.aspx http://www.relfe.com/GMOs.htmlhttp://www.gritfish.com/index.php/deep-ecology/life-scientists-view/1696-gmo-caused-

extinctions http://www.policymic.com/articles/15889/french-gmo-research-finds-monsanto-corn-causes-cancer-america-should-pay-attention_ 

no evidence? billions of souls telling you they KNOW the Creator and no evidence?http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/acknowledging-

the-eternal-creator-takes-no-faith-it-is-scientific-fact/491948024217495 millions tortured and on pain of death still testifying of the resurrected Christ; no 

evidence? http://www.homecomers.org/mirror/prophecies being fulfilled written millenniums ago https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2uW2uWCZWXY ; 

no evidence? http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/our-creator-told-us-in-the-holy-bible-all-nations-would-be-deceived-by-

pharmaceu/511466405598990 seas turning blood red, millions of creatures dropping dead for the whole world to behold as written 

in http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+8&version=NIV https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lf9yzHwOeUchttp://video.foxnews.co

m/v/2574867146001/nasa-spots-giant-dark-hole-in-the-

sun/http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7hcTwhrKIs https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1TS9C2bi-0 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

N0pLMooeAchttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8A34mJKVATE hundreds of prophecies written millenniums ago coming to pass in front of your 

eyes...http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/prophecies-show-divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-bible/520171808061783; and 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230  no 

evidence? http://biblehub.com/luke/21-25.htm 

http://www.project.nsearch.com/profiles/blogs/the-blood-of-jesus-found-on-the-ark-of-the-covenant no 

evidence? http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/prophecies-show-divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-bible/520171808061783 (just look at all 

the current events happening in the comments section of that note) no evidence? The whole of Creation every instant is showing the Words of GOD 

contained in the Holy Bible are Truth! http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-

forgiveness/556880667724230  no evidence? 
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Some of the greatest minds and most influential persons in all of history: http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/fathers-of-the-

sciences-and-great-scientific-minds-in-their-own-words/567609163318047 no evidence? 

  

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/creation-v-evolution-please-use-your-intelligence-to-recognize-

intelligence/566154943463469 

  

People need to think it through thoroughly and diligently about putting their trust in so called science; which is in effect putting their trust in other fallible 

human beings  http://biblehub.com/romans/1-25.htm;  as opposed to trusting the Creator of the 

Universe.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superseded_scientific_theories 

I find it astounding how much grief some attempt to heap upon Ray Comfort and other people who are desperately trying to keep people from 

continuing on in their life without knowing the Creator and with all their heart, mind, soul and strength are only trying to make sure they don't end up in 

the lake of fire http://biblehub.com/revelation/20-15.htm; as worshippers of evolutionary delusional thought http://blog.drwile.com/?p=9851  attempt to 

denigrate his film  http://www.evolutionvsgod.com/ exposing the fact there is no evidence anywhere for macroscopic evolution of one kind of creature to 

another kind of creature (like a fish becoming a dog or a chimp becoming a banana or vice verse, etc.) Commonalities among kinds exist. Even general 

commonalities between kinds exist; such as fruit trees produce fruit; but that does NOT mean an orange seed produces a pear tree as macroscopic 

evolutionists in their strong delusion want people to believe in order to discount and discredit what the Word of God states and what we do observe in 

reality that each has seed that produces like unto itself exactly as our Creator so plainly tells us.http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-11.htm I hope people 

around the world throw out fictional theories that have been created in an effort to ignore the Creator and His Wise Instructions for Life; for what we 

actually scientifically observe; which is that all creation in all the fossilized record and present to perceive to this day all over the world exactly proves 

the biblical account and in NO WAY anywhere; in any imagined time span, gives one shred of evidence to support the fantasy called the theory of 

evolution. 

Subjects once thought of as "scientific" have been systematically discarded in abundance and I am looking forward to the day when people worldwide 

will do the same with the rubbish called the theory of evolution.  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superseded_scientific_theories 

  

The Bible is a Book of such Ineffable Magnificence, that it has been published and translated in languages the world over! Written languages were 

created JUST so tribes could have their very own Bible! (as their first, one and only Book) Not only does all creation verify the Biblical Account, but 

while it recorded actual history, thousands of prophecies (many of which are in current events today), it actually has ENCRYPTED messages so 

detailed and so complex that it took modern supercomputers to discover!http://www.realbiblecodes.com/  

  

  

1)ubiquitous evidence supports it's historicity and accuracy  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-

creator/568134419932188  and  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-

forgiveness/556880667724230   

  

  

2) correct on modern scientific discoveries yet written millinniums ago  http://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/Scientific-Proof-of-Bible.php  and 

 http://pleaseconvinceme.com/2012/the-bible-foreshadows-scientific-

discoveries/ andhttp://hubblerevealscreation.com/genesis/ andhttp://www.inplainsite.org/html/scientific_facts_in_the_bible.html and while this writer 

attempts in vain to refute the evidence with statements for which he provides no proof (fallible opinions) one can STILL read plainly what science 

FINALLY caught up with  http://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Eternal_Productions:_101_Scientific_Facts_and_Foreknowledge  (I include the link to show that 

brainwashing apparantly does cause some people irreversible harm (short of a miracle); like the fool who can look at hundreds of scientific predictions 

that have remained true despite claims against them through the centuries/millenniums to this day and STILL attempt to deny the plethora of evidence 

before him. 

  

  

3) inerrant in thousands of detailed prophecies even easily observable events  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/prophecies-show-

divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-bible/520171808061783 (notice the comments section in my notes; because each note is limited as to how much 

information it can contain by the programmers at facebook; in delimiting the number of characters allowed per note)  to this day nations and people are 

blessed or cursed and can easily be observed which are which:http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-

repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230   

  

  

4) detailed encrypted messages simultaneously inserted in all the accurate and truthful texts; encryption that took modern computers to find; encryption 

not just of events but of specific names and dates! and people still have the audacity to ignorantly mock the Holy Bible when such clear evidence of 

Divine Inspiration is before them.  http://www.realbiblecodes.com/  and  http://www.thebiblecode.com/ 

  

I insert this because the Bible itself can be examined by the sciences and contains procedures throughout that can be followed to obtain results; just 

like the scientific method of observation throughout all creation.   It is just some supporting evidence for those who might be interested to learn more 

about the Uniqueness and Magnificence of the obviously Divinely Inspired Holy Bible  http://www.angelfire.com/sc3/myredeemer/Evidencep3.html and 

 http://carm.org/manuscript-evidence 
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Look at all those prophecies in the Holy Bible; some of which I mention in these notes (follow the links in this note to get to the rest of the 

notes): http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-creator/568134419932188 don't just glance and skim read, click the 

links, watch the presentation, read the supporting details, LEARN!  because fulfilled prophecies and current events fulfilling prophecies are... 

  

10) More Evidence - Fulfilled Prophecies 

A) The Global Scope of Israel becoming a nation again in the land and geographic location given by God directly to Abraham and Israel, the father of 

the twelve tribes of Israel; that still exist to this day; despite the fact they were scattered among the nations and persecuted as a people like none other 

in history, is irrefutable evidence of the Divine Inspiration of the Scriptures. It is absolutely an undeniable event that has taken place in the sight of the 

whole world and thoroughly documented. But what many are unaware of is that the Creator brought it about to the day! The "illuminate killers" (a 

facebook group) have it right; it is ultimately the NWO depopulation agenda run by the ultra wealthy (Rockefellers, Rothschilds, Bilderberg Group, so 

called elitists) poisoning our food, water, air, medication, education, propaganda, and turning poor citizens against one another worldwide. And those 

speaking out against war also are correct that if neither side of a war has poor people willing to kill each other; then those manipulating them to do so 

have no actual destructive power; if instead of fighting one another, they arrest these real criminals for their crimes against humanity. But for anyone to 

think Israel as a nation is going away is demonstrating ignorance of the miracle of the reformation of Israel in the exact location they formerly existed 

after they were scattered as a nation and a people into all the world and that Divine Will that brought them back to the same land and location in the 

sight of the whole world as evidence of the Awesome Power and Authority of the Creator. Israel became a declared nation again in their rightful land 

according to prophecy to the day our Creator told us of; as Grant Jeffrey aptly points out in his book, Armageddon: Appointment with 

Destiny, http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/627918.Armageddon . It is declared also by our Creator that regardless of worldwide sentiment Israel 

will remain even if all the armies of the world gather against the 

nation. http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Zechariah+14&version=NIV Since it was the Lord God Almighty that brought back the nation of 

Israel into existence http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Jeremiah+23%3A7-8&version=KJV ; I would thoroughly examine their claim; that 

they are only defending themselves from being exterminated like many of their surviving members warn them of who endured the holocaust of WWII; 

before arguing that they are the aggressors. In addition, it may be acceptable to hold poor decisions made by others in criticism; but to think the 

Almighty having performed such an amazing miracle as to bring back Israel as a nation in the sight of the whole world to the day from when they were 

scattered abroad will overlook thoughts, words, and deeds, against Him and His chosen people; is only self destructive. Peace will come, only when 

nations there and all over the world know the One True God and Creator of the 

Universe.http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Jeremiah+31%3A31-

34&version=AKJV http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Jeremiah+23%3A7-8&version=KJV 

The way some willfully ignorant fools http://biblehub.com/psalms/14-1.htm will still argue against reality and overwhelming evidence makes it seem 

useless to try and rationally persuade such persons who fail to comprehend the Word of God. It is because they cannot understand it; just as He 

states http://biblehub.com/1_corinthians/2-14.htm. and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/bill-nyes-science-lies/599335080145455  We 

can only pray that the Creator who knows all souls; will have mercy upon them and reveal Himself to them; to their Salvation. Without knowing the 

Creator; they simply cannot understand His Words. http://biblehub.com/john/14-17.htm in that day and only when that happens will they Know the 

Creator and understand what is written in the Holy Bible. http://biblehub.com/john/14-20.htm for He will explain it to them 

personally. http://biblehub.com/john/14-26.htm  and http://biblehub.com/1_john/2-27.htm I write these things more as a defense against the lies and 

deceptions of satanil and the world of fiction given in the name of science; more as an effort to keep souls from falling away from the Truth of the 

Creator and His Instructions for Life as contained in the Holy Bible; then of any hope in that I can actually reach those successfully brainwashed by any 

method; other than that we can reach them by the glorious Gospelhttp://biblehub.com/1_corinthians/1-18.htm; the Power of God, prayer, and God's 

Grace (but I will hope and pray nonetheless that not only would souls be strengthened in the faith; and hopefully many more added to it; but also that, 

even though this is far from exhaustive, it might inspire others to be more comprehensive to build extensive websites that have phrase by phrase links 

to proven fulfilled prophecies and the sciences verifying the knowledge our Creator has imparted to us all). That is why I have interwoven all that I have 

written since I came to Know the LORD with those factors. It might seem as if I have chosen poorly to be so aggressive in my writing and what some 

might find critical; but my anger stems not from those who were so deceived by the theory of evolution, and atheism they thought it acceptable and 

even pleasurable to murder me by incompatible blood transfusion and when that failed by suffocation (I actually died twice from each of the attempts 

and was resuscitated both times to the chagrin of the mass murdering doctors and nurses involved; and my now ex-wife www.blastthetrumpet.org); but 

my rage comes from the fact that innocent little children are being brainwashed with that garbage (called the theory of evolution and atheism) in the 

first place; and that if somehow the Lord doesn't shine into their lives; they will remain in the miserable existence of the darkness of ignorance that 

leads to the everlasting flames of damnation. So my passion, whether it comes through by giving those so arrogant they disdain all who testify of the 

Creator, a taste of their own medicine http://biblehub.com/psalms/18-26.htm, or when I am so truly motivated toward the Salvation of all souls that I 

beseech everyone to seek to KNOW THE CREATOR here and now and forever, in such a way that it seems to be practically begging; it is all 

because http://biblehub.com/1_corinthians/9-22.htm  that I will do anything honorable http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/i-am-deeply-

concerned-for-all-souls/511111612301136, God allows, to try my best to persuade all souls to call upon the Resurrected Messiah, Yahoshuah, aka the 

LORD JESUS CHRIST, right now everywhere until they KNOW beyond all doubt He has answered them to their present and Everlasting Joy! You and 

all need to be able to answer the following question truthfully and joyfully with a resounding "YES!": 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/are-you-a-christian/532952590117038 

Like ·  · Share 

 Jacqui Noor Keogh likes this. 

 1 share 
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This alabaster jar comes from 5th century...See More 
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PALEO HEBREW INSCRIPTION IN NEW MEXICO 

 

An artifact found at the base of Hidden ...See More 
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Did you know...The Bible has become a significant source book for secular archae...See More 
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Archaeology: David's Israel made room for God 

3,000-year-old artifacts dating back to King David's reign were recently uncover...See More 
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ANCIENT MAN WAS HIGHLY INTELLIGENT... 

 

Archaeologists have discovered the earlie...See More 
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They shall call the people unto the...See More 
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OUT OF AFRICA? AN INCONVENIENT TRUTH.. 

 

Believe it or not, many skull fragments ...See More 
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King David's Tomb - Jerusalem. The interesting thing is that this tomb is direct...See More 
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The reservoir in the Earth's crust with as much water as ALL oceans 
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Take time to seek The Lord this morning! He loves you and wants an intimate personal relationship with you!  
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